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white floor in the foreground. The angled grid of the acoustical tile 
ceiling is interrupted only by fluorescent lights and a line of surveil-
lance cameras in smoked plastic domes. It’s difficult not to wonder if 
Ulrich required or obtained permission from the corporate officials to 
shoot in this area, which suggests airport immigration after a colorful 
makeover or the sterile corridors that usher arrivals from plane to ter-
minal. The image emphasizes that Big Box stores are another non-
place/anyplace, like airports, and one furthermore where consumerist 
“freedom” (like an airplane passenger’s ostensible mobility) is actually 
highly controlled via surveillance and architecture that carefully deter-
mines one’s path through the space.

The exhibition also included one picture from a current series 
depicting thr ift stores——the secondary market for the objects 
obtained in the aforementioned emporiums. Chicago, IL, 2005, 
shows a thrift store aisle strewn with toys and shoes. What we’re pre-
sented with is an aftermath, tall shelves stocked haphazardly with old 
stuffed animals and plastic bags of toy soldiers. Ulrich is wise to fol-
low the cycle of consumption one step further. This setting is less a 
gold mine for kitsch-hunting bohemians than a trickle-down retailer 
for the poor and disenfranchised. Those customers here remain 
unseen, suggesting that Ulrich’s next formidable challenge will be to 
portray them with dignity. 

——Glen Helfand

NEWPORT BEACH, CA

Adrià Julià
ORANGE COUNTY MUSEUM OF ART

Adrià Julià, a young Spanish artist who has been living in Los Angeles 
since 2001 (she graduated from CalArts in 2003) has already exhib-
ited widely throughout Europe but remains underrecognized in the 
US. This should change soon. The work on view at the Orange 
County Museum of Art comprised just a handful of medium-scale, 
resoundingly Felliniesque photographs and a film (split into two 
separate projections), La Villa Basque, Vernon, California, 2004, all 
depicting aspects of the titular restaurant. As the first things one sees, 
the photographs distantly recall the sorts of images that remain on 
view outside movie theaters in Europe, lending the installation a 
vaguely antiquated ciné-club feel. But here they serve no supplemen-
tary or promotional purpose; rather, as emphatically staged, hence 
theatrical, products of the set, they assert their independence from the 
moving image.

The five photographs, which are actually stills from the film, 
show the restaurant’s various 
patrons and employees fro-
zen like museological speci-
mens within their “colorful” 
milieu. All are portrayed by 
trained actors that Julià has 
chosen not only because they 
resemble the f igures they 
represent, but because they 
mediate between mundane 
lifelikeness and the fantastic 
( read: cinematic ) realm of 
imaginary archetypes. The 
susceptibi l i ty of everyday 
exper ience to spectacular 
cor rupt ion i s  a  recur r ing 
theme in his work,  and i t 

finds a suitably unstable framework in this odd restaurant that the art-
ist discovered by chance. Los Angeles is full of such places, at once 
opulent and tawdry, which exude abject neediness——to be seen——while 
remaining seemingly indifferent to the profit motive. That on most 
days La Villa Basque is close to empty can be surmised from the petri-
fied stance of the hostess, the glazed-over gaze of the barkeep. But 
one can also tell that this is a mythic, larger-than-life place. 

Among these “character study” photographs, Julià has included an 
image of a page of handwritten text excerpted from the diary of the 
restaurant owner’s wife that narrates the voyage of his grandfather 
from the Basque Country to the “New Country” in the breathless 
prose of a Zane Grey Western, with the obligatory shoot-out included. 
A spoken-word account of the restaurant’s illustrious history, but this 
time in Spanish and Basque broken by the occasional passage of Eng-
lish, furnishes the sound track of one of the films. Literally “music to 
the ears” if you do not understand the language, the narraor’s voice 
(its owner never seen) reverberates off walls that a handheld camera 
submits to too-close scrutiny. Gliding unsteadily over microtopogra-
phies of stucco’d texture, inlaid mosaics, worn tabletops, and row 
upon row of dusty curios, unfathomable artifacts, and tchotchkes of 
every stripe, it gradually reveals that La Villa Basque is only nominally 
a dining establishment; more essentially it is a memory palace.

A second projection from the same film consists of a continuous, 
static shot of a waiter performing, without much practice, a traditional 
Basque dance. Steadily devolving toward ungainly hip-hop contor-
tions, it is grotesque, hilarious, and heartbreaking in equal measure. In 
the play between the spoken and written word, as well as the still and 
moving image, Julià shows that it is not only artists who are interested 
in collapsing the borders between the real and its representations. 
The unchanging, time-warp ambience of La Villa Basque crystallizes the 
ways in which deracination, memory loss, and self-reinvention——
the main components of the “immigrant story”——are relevant to us all.

——Jan Tumlir 

LOS ANGELES

Allison Miller
ACME

As the recent “Société Anonyme” exhibition at UCLA’s Hammer 
Museum helpfully reminded us, painterly pluralism is nothing new. 
But for all its diversity, avant-garde modernism was largely predicated 
on imperatives, on overturning old paradigms for something more 
visionary——whether futurism or Fauvism, Surrealism or geometric 
abstraction. I must admit I often get a little perplexed about what the 
imperatives might be for contemporary painting, beyond the laws of 
supply and demand, and the speculative whims of fashion.

But while I wait for an imperative to emerge, I’m willing to settle for 
some simple painterly intelligence that requires the viewer to slow 
down and, well, look. In her solo gallery debut, Allison Miller pre-
sented six playful, mildly eccentric abstract paintings on board, each 
measuring four by five feet or vice versa. Despite their size, these paint-
ings are modest proposals. At first glance, they appear to have a loose, 
improvisational quality, and the title of Notebook, 2006, seems to sug-
gest that some if not all began as doodles. In many ways they still func-
tion as drawings, though it’s unclear whether Miller has transposed 
smaller sketches to this larger scale, in the manner of Jonathan Lasker, 
who seems to be a likely influence here, along with Mary Heilmann, 
Frank Stella, Philip Guston, and peer Bart Exposito. Whatever the 
case, Miller’s paintings do not seem entirely predetermined, and bear 
evidence of decisions made and unmade——slowly——in real time.    

Adrià Julià, Bartender 
(La Villa Basque, 

Vernon, California), 
2004, color photo-

graph, 311⁄8 x 391⁄2".
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Monument, 2005, features a tall, 
emblematic figure-8 painted in rac-
ing str ipes of red, pink, salmon, 
mauve, bright blue, cerulean black, 
and  whi te ,  c inched  by  a  whi te 
impasto rectangle. This centrally 
placed, symmetrical figure is dis-
rupted  in  one  loc a t ion  by  an 
abrupt rearrangement of more col-
ored stripes. Behind this figure is a 
lopsided shape——like a trashed 
parasol——broken into uneven wedges 
of sage, tan, gray, black, off-white, 
pale pink, and maroon. Here and 
throughout the show, Miller estab-

lishes a language derived from a number of carefully controlled ten-
sions or paradoxes: Symmetry abutting asymmetry; acrylic adjoining 
oil paint; hard-edged abstraction articulated with a slightly wobbly 
freehand; flatness canceling shallow depths of field; tasteful “designer” 
shades combined in almost nauseating quantities; and so on. (A less 
successful tension is Miller’s choice to paint on board rather than can-
vas, providing a slickness that works against the improvised freehand 
that is part of the work’s interest.) 

The best of these works achieve complexity without getting overly 
complicated. Monument and Portrait, for example, manage to hold 
their scale, while Untitled (V), 2006——a riotous arrangement of V 
shapes and triangles set against wavy bands of blue or pale pastels, 
intersected by cartoonish, looping black lines——almost risks letting the 
whole thing collapse from an overabundance of competing parts. This 
“almost” is a crucial threshold, and Miller occupies it confidently, with 
one foot on either side of the line. Despite the lack of a clear imperative, 
her slowly unfolding doodles are a quiet revolt against the painting-
as-fashion fashion.                   

——Michael Ned Holte

Steve Hurd
ROSAMUND FELSEN GALLERY

In his first solo exhibition in seven years and his debut at Rosamund 
Felsen Gallery, Steve Hurd showed eighteen paintings spanning three 
years of work. Most familiar were those based on advertising circulars 
for art supply and frame stores, which faithfully reproduce layouts, 
wording, and images ranging from the generic prints included in new 
picture frames to Amedeo Modigliani reproductions. Rendered in a 
loosely naturalistic style with thin, drippy oil paint, these are reminis-
cent of Hurd’s previous riffs on the art world, which have included 
hand-painted reproductions of art magazine covers and reviews of his 
shows as they appeared in print except stained and littered with malt 
liquor empties. 

Also taking up the theme of art-world machinations and values is 
Oslo 8–22–04, 2006, a painting based on a still from the security-
camera video of the 2004 theft of Edvard Munch’s The Scream, 1893, 
from an Oslo museum. Elsewhere, Hurd strays from art-world 
critique——for example, Should Never Be Exhibited, 2006, in which 
he reproduces the text of a reprimand from an employer. Should Never 
Be Exhibited’s combination of words and painting style here generates 
an intelligent meditation on the idea of a painting as a container of 
emotion, as personal in its own way as are Hurd’s review paintings. 

The most arresting paintings in this extraordinarily eclectic show 
represented a grab bag of Hurd’s recent preoccupations, which seem 

to be largely political. Two are close-up, soft-focus views of a man’s 
smiling mouth rendered in peach and pink swaths that suggest 
warmth, but infused with trickles of green and gray that hint at some-
thing rotten, and painted with drips evocative of seething drool. 
Though neither the paintings nor their titles directly indicate that they 
depict George W. Bush (one seems closer to Donald Rumsfeld), the 
smug, duplicitous smiles seem awfully familiar. They are, like the 
Munch’s broad-daylight abduction, wake-up calls after the fact, 
images of an evil only ever identified after it has taken place.

Hurd’s talent is his ability to use paint in a highly varied manner 
that nevertheless stays within certain parameters, to coax from images 
their full implications. This is particularly evident in a group of paint-
ings based on digitized pictures of soldiers carrying flag-draped cas-
kets. Strictly gridded and colorfully painted, as if Piet Mondrian had 
been given the task of digitally obscuring media images that might be 
too shocking or sensitive, these canvases, which blend stars and 
stripes, camouflage, and the repetitious forms of pallbearers into 
rhythmic quasi-abstractions, seem to illustrate the line “You can’t 
handle the truth.” 

Perhaps less intense, though no less astute, are two paintings dom-
inated by sunlit trees in fields. Upon closer inspection, they turn out 
to be graveyards, and their light shifts from the pastoral toward the 
apocalyptic. Equally affecting are works from Hurd’s “Outburst” 
series (2004–2006), in which random scribbles by the artist are pixi-
lated——their loops, spikes, and hairpin turns pitted against the regular-
ity of the grid——then greatly enlarged and painted in choppy strokes. 
Knowing that Hurd made the initial scribbles while in an “agitated” 
condition regarding our current state of affairs is not a prerequisite for 
appreciating the work. These richly satisfying works are like poly-
graphs that reveal Hurd’s state of mind, as well as reminders, in their 
jittery, blunted freneticism, that abstraction can still be richly telling.

——Christopher Miles

SÃO PAULO

Alfredo Volpi
MUSEU DE ARTE MODERNA DE SÃO PAULO 

“Volpi: A música da cor” (“Volpi: The Music of Color”), a retrospec-
tive of the work of Alfredo Volpi (1896–1988), brings together 135 
paintings, twenty of which have never before been shown. This vast 
panorama reveals an artist who emigrated from Italy to São Paulo as a 
child and whose varied use of line, color, and space creates a poetic 
experience rather than a formal trap. From the surface of the paintings 

Allison Miller, Untitled 
(V), 2006, oil, acrylic, 

and ink on wood 
panel, 48 x 60".
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Steve Hurd, Oslo 
8–22–04, 2006, oil 
on canvas, 64 x 95".
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